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that it would be devoid of the ornament of metre, the raiment would
not be very different from that used by the poet to clothe his crea-
tions. Hence, instead of the incessant logic-chopping and labouied
distinctions of meaning which chaiacterize the style of Euphues, the
Arcadia affects the language of sensuous desciiption. Avoiding the
stiff and formal, its style is loose and flowing. But, in spite of his
protest against exuberant imagery and tedious similitudes, Sidney
indulges in tropes and conceits thnt aie not less absurd. He
shuns " similiter cadences," but he over-modulates the emotional
parts of his narrative and dialogue, and attains an artificial
and cloying sweetness much oftencr than pathos or beauty.
Thus the euphuistic and the aicadian styles are different yet
parallel varieties of the estilo cnlto which icsulted from excessive
labour on the externals and a misconception of the inner problem
of style.
The passage describing the death of Parthenia, who, disguised as
the Knight of the Tomb, had been mortally wounded by Amphialus,
may be taken as a not unfair specimen of Sidney's prose when he
is studying most to write like a poet yet remains tolerably free
from the antithetical word-play to which he was prone in his more
elevated passages,
But the headpiece was no sooner off, but that there fell about the
shoulders of the overcome knight the treasure of fair golden hair,
which with the face, soon known by the badge of excellency,
witnessed that it was Parthenia, the unfortunately virtuous wife of
Argalus ; her beauty then, even in despite of the passed soirow, or
coming death, assuring all beholders that it was nothing short of per-
fection. For her exceeding fair eyes having with continual weeping
gotten a little redness about them ; her roundy, sweetly swelling
lips a little trembling, as though they kissed her neighboui death 3
in her cheeks, the whiteness striving, by little and little, to get upon
the rosiness of them ; her neck—a neck indeed of alabaster—dis-
playing the wound which with most dainty blood laboured to crown
his own beauties ; so as here was a river of purest red, there an island
of perfectest white, each giving lustre to the other, with the sweet
countenance, God knows, full of an unaffected languishing : though
these things, to a grossly conceiving sense, might seem disgraces, yet
indeed were they but apparelling beauty in a new fashion, which all
looking upon through the spectacles of pity, did even increase the
lines of her natural fairness, so as Amphialus was astonished with

